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Abstract  
The work is devoted to the substantiation of methodological approaches to the structuring of basic 

forms of public-private partnership: (1) quasi-market, (2) hierarchical and (3) hybrid ones. O. 

Williamson (1996a) was the first to present the concept of institutional matrices. The authors use 

matrix designing of organizational forms of public-private partnerships, varying transaction costs 

and options for property rights exchange. Operations with institutional matrices of publicprivate 

partnership basic forms allow to identify cells with coinciding interests of partners regarding the 

organization of transactions with public items. The square matrices, presented in tabular form, turn 

out to be convenient for highlighting all potentially possible variants of collaboration between the 

private and public sectors. Their implementation in the future depends on the elimination of the 

factors that for some reason block the cooperation of partners. The solution of this problem will 

allow the government to use public-private partnership to reduce the budget deficit, the society will 

receive public goods planned for the fiscal year, and the private business will reduce transaction 

costs and receive the profitable sphere for investments under the state patronage and its formal 

organizations.  

Keywords: quasi-market; hierarchical transaction organizations; hybrid agreements; institutional 

matrices; transaction costs; property rights.  

Introduction  

In the current context there is a growing need for institutional support of mutually beneficial partnership of the 

private and public sectors because of economic slowdown in almost all countries of the world and governments’ 

failure to reverse this trend (Tanzi and Schuknecht 2000). For instance, nation states themselves make contribution 

to the slowdown of their economies. The main reason for this is that the build-up of budget deficits and the increase 

of the cost of the public debt servicing have become usual for them. Taking into account the fact that the significant 

share (about 30-50%) of the world gross domestic product (GDP) is redistributed through the public finances 

system (IMF 2018), theoretically this system can be regarded as states’ contribution to their national economies 

slowdown. This determines the importance of factors that can increase its efficiency, at least when it comes to 

providing higher returns on budgetary investments (Global Infrastructure Hub 2017). At the same time, states’ 

contribution to the economic development can be regarded as positive only in case of its acceleration, and negative 

– in case of its slowdown.   

In September 2017 these problems were discussed at the Sustainable Development Impact Summit (World 

Economic Forum 2017). Experts from all over the world were discussing framework for sustainable growth of 

national economies and the contribution of accelerated development of various public-private partnership (PPP) 

forms to this process. Politicians and scientists concurred that the sustainable development goals can be achieved 

in the global economic landscape by 2030 only if the potential of different PPP forms is used.   

Russian authorities seem to associate rapid economic growth of the country with the successful implementation of 

national (infrastructural) projects through PPP (National projects 2019).  

In this context, it becomes obvious that it seems vital to set up and develop institutional forms of partnership of the 

private and state sector that has a lot of potential in maintenance of sustainable world economic growth. However, 

the implementation of PPP in the global economy still leaves much to be desired (Vaslavskaya and Vaslavskiy 

2019; Vaslavskiy and Vaslavskaya 2019; Guillemette et al. 2018). In this regard, the provision that a well-

developed theory is the most practical is still relevant. It is within this framework that the methodology of matrix 

modelling of PPP forms proposed by the authors should be assessed. This methodology is aimed at accelerating 

assimilation of the private businesses into the sphere of the states’ functions of stabilizing the national economies.  

 

Methodology  

Theoretical approaches to identification of main factors of modelling PPP organizational forms  
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PPP: specific features of the state as the partner of the private businesses in the transaction with 

public items   

Economic actors partnership on the market is conditional upon the dialectics of their interrelation over transaction. 

Indeed, partners conclude purchase acts and sales while being interrelated dialectically as sellers and buyers and 

they realize that they need each other and reject this need at the same time. This interdependence provides each 

member of the dialectic pair with a chance of maximizing its feasibility, and society – with the change of the 

stabilization the GDP reproduction as well as to maintain national economy’s sustainability in general. This market 

partnership’s dialectic is extremely important to understand the need and sufficiency as conditions of its proper 

growth. Dialectically interrelated economic actors have to harmonize their individual behavior when it comes to 

organizing market transactions in the framework of mutual partnership since it will ensure economic gains through 

the minimization of transaction costs (or exchange costs) for them.   

However, cooperation of representatives of the private business on the market and collaborator of the private and 

state businesses in conducting transaction differ significantly. Private organizations as partners on the market have 

similar duties and rights, all other conditions also are equal. With respect to the state, it has been established by 

society to implement functions, that it was made responsible for by the society itself. Fulfilling these functions, 

state is intended to ‘personify’ this society and become its main actor and regulate economic relations that are being 

formed within it (Vaslavskiy 2008). It set standards of conduct, mechanisms of incentive and punishment for 

economic actors by the means of different institutions and practices.   

Personalized exchange was gradually replaced by institutional support of participants of market exchange that 

became the most important task of the state. North (1997) considered the development of non personalized rules 

and contract-based relationship implied building of the state. Consequently, a reduced role of informal limits in 

personalized exchanges has been offset by the expanding formal institutions established by state (Vyatkina et al. 

2001) in the light of the growing amount of non-personalized transactions. Formal institutions defining property 

rights of the partners had a special role in the institutional system. The reason for this was that non-personalized 

exchange was mostly not about goods, but about ownership of these goods.  

Eventually, the state received its duality given the fact that it was a management entity, and, at the same time, a 

financial agent as private business’ partner in transaction. This ambiguity of state determines a specific feature of 

PPP: the state always dominates associated with private investors and dictates its partnership terms.  

The scope of PPP depends on the amount of public goods1 that the state is responsible for and that are partially financed 

by national income.   

Within this framework, public-private partnerships could be described as collaboration between the private business 

and state in transactions with public items that are funded from the budget but also with financial resources of the 

private sector. The society also benefits from this since its well-being increases and the growth of domestic 

economy is accelerated.   

 

Minimization Of Transaction Costs As A Basis For Harmonizing Interests Of The Private Business 

And State In Selecting PPP Sorts  

The partnership of the private and state organizations in transaction with public items and services and products 

may be arranged in varied ways. Any PPP form mediates intentions of the private business and state to reduce 

transaction expenses. Therefore, the state private and business acquire that, though their ultimate goals are 

diametrically opposite. The state duty is to guarantee socio-economic effectiveness for the society as a whole. 

Private businesses, on the other hand, looks for maximizing its profit through decreasing transaction expenses.  

The assistance of the contemporary state with the domestic economies’ downturns is in many ways connected with 

the issue of dire budget deficit at almost all of the government levels (Zeldner and Vaslavskaya 2006). Simple 

reduction of budget costs in order to restore the stability of public finances is herewith unacceptable as a solution 

to this problem, since the idea is about the state’s duty to provide society with public goods planned for the current 

fiscal year. Theoretically, functions of the state, empowered by the society which pays for them, are about the 

state’s duty to fulfill these functions. That indicated that any present budget issue shall be aided by raising extra 

funds. There exist non-market and market means to revive prevailing public budget stability (Alchian and Demsetz 

1972, 777).  

Theoretically, as new transaction costs grow, potential organizational structures emerge, including PPP forms, 

which are acceptable for their minimization. As the number of transaction costs increases, new ways of transactions 

organization forms, suitable for their minimization, appear. The result is the increasing number of institutional 

matrices that can specify forms of PPP cooperation.  

                                                           
1 Characteristics of public goods and services are linked with their general user value (i.e. their non-excludability 
from the consumption of any member of society) and with absence of individual limits on access to their 
consumption (i.e. marginal utility of these goods equals 0).  
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Property Rights Exchange As a Means to Influence Transaction Expenses of Private and Public 

PPP Participants  

Alongside with transaction costs, property rights are a substantial element of the growth of the private business and 

state partnership in transaction with public items. Given North (1997, 73-74), it is alterations of economic expenses 

and partners’ advantages in transaction that determine the range of exchangeable property rights and the formal 

institutions system supporting them. Costs of transaction, as a fundamental element in determining the willingness 

of the state private and business to cooperate, can’t be reduced without intermediating transactions with goods by 

exchanging respective property rights. This idea was proposed as far back as in the 19 th century by Eugen Böhm 

von Bawerk (Behrens 1985, 64). The essence of this idea is that for partners it is not the resource itself that is 

important but the property rights share to use the exchangeable resource (Demsetz 1967, 17). Thus, only those 

possessing a set of property rights for the exchangeable resource could be partners in transaction.   

Those kinds dialectics of interdependence with costs of transaction shows itself merely when property rights are 

specified. It means that formal institutions effectively deprive any other individuals of the access to a property 

object and provide protection of the owner’s property rights (North 1981, 21; North 1997, 68).   

R. Kapelushnikov (1990) made a compelling case for the central role of the “exclusivity” principle in the 

institutionalization of property, because it is the foundation of the infinite diversity of concrete property rights 

within the system. From the theoretical point of view, the property rights exclusivity principle is constantly varying 

between 1 and 0, when 1 refers to open access only for one individual (individual property) and 0 signifies open 

access for all society members (public property) (Kleiner 1988). Different property systems, providing various 

access to the resources of the society, overall, include all possible forms of potential relations among economic 

agents depending on the way of their (resources) use.   

In this case their quantity varies depending on ‘narrow’ and ‘broad’ interpretation of the concept of property. T.  

Eggertsson (1999, 34-35) included a set of the following rights in the ‘narrow’ interpretation of property: (a) the 

right to gain money from a contract and asset over the terms with other people; (b) the rights to utilize an asset – 

user rights –defining the potential applications of assets that are right for a person, such as the right to transform 
physically or even demolish the asset; (c) the rights to transfer permanently to another party ownership rights over 

an asset – in other words, to alienate or sell  assets ( Honoré,1961).  

In the light of the above, L. Beсker wrote about infinite multiplicity of the forms of transactions institutionalization 

in exchange, claiming that the quantity of proper combinations (rights, organizational structure, and transaction 

expenses– ed.) equals 1.5 thousand. Moreover, according to him, considering their variations by subjects and 

objects, the diversity of property forms (and institutional matrices – ed.) becomes really frightening (Becker 1977, 

21).  

The assumptions mentioned above as well as the diversity of transaction expenses predetermine the multiplicity of 

PPP forms.  

  

Basic Forms of PPP Institutional Organization  

In the contemporary market economy, there are multiple co-existing forms of organization of transactions among 

private business, private organizations, and the state, the state and the private businesses, as well as among state 

institutions. Having said that, PPP’s particularity is that they all mediate transactions with public goods financed 

by the state. It is the state domination as a specific financial agent which in a certain way modifies all distinguished 

forms of the institutionalization of transaction between private organizations (Vaslavskaya and Vaslavskiy 2019). 

At the same time, each is pointed at the minimization of a particular kind of transaction expenses. That, in its turn, 

makes PPP subjects negotiate the most adequate means of exchanging property rights during transactions with 

public products and items.  

As the structure of transaction expenses to be minimized grows, new alternative means of their combination with 

the property rights exchange during PPP institutionalization appear. Thus, multiple pairs of interdepending property 

rights and transaction expenses determine concrete shapes of the transactions’ organization with public items.   

Williamson (1996a) and his proponents have been proving that market exchange is mediated by a wide variety of 

shapes of substitutional organization of market transaction. According to them, all involved governance structures 

could be described as institutional matrices within which transaction is carried out (Williamson 1996b, 378). Such 

an approach has led us to an idea to use matrix modelling relating to shapes of transactions organization based on 

PPP. Some methodological remarks have to be made before we proceed to concretize basic PPP forms.  

The initial fundamental structure of transactions organization relating to private products exchange is presented by 

the market. Circumstances of services exchange and public items based on PPP are set by the state just imitating 

common market. Regarding that, quasi-market form of organizations (Korytsev 2009, 147), mediating transactions 

between the private business and state with public services and items, is accompanied by formal institutions that 

support PPP participants’ competitive interaction (Shishkin 2000, 208-209; Hodgson 2003).   

The second basic form of the institutionalization of sale and purchase transactions with private items is presented 

via their hierarchical organizations (within private companies). Regarding PPP transaction, this organizational 

form has certain specifics, namely when hierarchies presented by state-owned organizations (in Russian practice 
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these are state and municipal unitary enterprises2, formed as a result of the nationalization), as well as public and 

non-public organization with different degree of state involvement in their capital, stand as partners of private 

business in PPP.  

The next, most variable, fundamental form of economic agents collaboration in transaction with private goods 

exchange is represented by hybrid organizations. In this case, hybrid forms of transactions organization with both 

public and private goods, randomly combine individual mechanisms and factors from the initial (market/quasi-

market) and second (hierarchical) fundamental forms of transactions realization.   

In reality, a small number of types of hybrid public goods and services transactions organizations has become 

widespread. Mostly these are concessions, rental and state property use agreements. Of all diversity of transactions 

organization forms based on PPP, they are associated only with some partnership patterns, which are most 

demanded in the contemporary practice. As a principle, they have regular features and exclude the likelihood of 

their variability regarding the adjustment to particular transactions features and concrete participants with different 

options of property rights exchange. Such a formal PPP implementation depending on short-term practical demand 

for only a few of its forms closes off possibilities of using all existing PPP potential in the context of multiple 

alternative solutions to the state private and business cooperation problems.  

Our approach towards theoretical description of PPP forms presupposes the necessity for including all basic types 

of their organization: quasi-market, hierarchical, hybrid, as well as all their numerous modifications. This is the 

essence of the ‘broad’ PPP interpretation. Every single basic type of PPP organization (its institutional matrix) 

contains numerous potential sub-options of its implementation. Each of them can be described as PPP in its 

‘narrow’ interpretation (Vaslavskaya and Vaslavskiy 2019) and has its own institutional matrix in the 

understanding of O. Williamson and his followers  

  

Matrix Approach towards Basic PPP Forms Modelling  

According to O. Williamson (1996b, 378), any market economy is a multiplicity of governance structures mediating 

transactions realization, and each of them can be presented as an institutional matrix (Menard 2007, 195). In case 

of PPP all its basic types (and their subtypes) mediate transactions linked with exchange of public goods and 

services financed (fully or partially) from the state budget.  

We have limited matrix modelling of PPP forms to three basic structures (quasi-market, hierarchical, and hybrid) 
which are negotiated by the state and a private partner in the context of minimization of the costs of public goods 
transactions and options of delegating property rights.  

First, though PPP is a dialectically interconnected pair of participants, the state dominates and the private partner 

has a subordinate status. Thus, institutional matrix of each PPP form allows to define spheres where interests of 

participants coincide under given conditions.   

Second, both the state and its private partner strive for joint organization of their exchange operations, since it allows 

to optimize transaction costs.  

Third, in any form of PPP organization partners’ agreements on the exchange property rights to a certain object of 

transaction always precede goods exchange.   

To simplify, while constructing the institutional matrix we used its square type with three lines and three columns. 

In reality there can be a wide variety of institutional matrix elements based on the modern structure of transaction 

costs (with five main groups), eleven ‘incidents of ownership’ as interpreted by A.M. Honoré (1961) and the 

diversity of alternative quasi-market, hierarchical and hybrid PPP forms and their possible options.  

  

Let Matrix A represent private partner’s preferences while choosing PPP organization forms for transactions with 

public goods. Each element of Matrix A line is a logically completed PPP form preference of private business (from 

the set of quasi-market, hierarchical and hybrid models). A priori this decision is predetermined by specifics of a 

concrete public goods transaction costs and options of property rights delegation which are offered by the state. In 

this case forms of business organization preferred by a private partner will be marked with a, and their modifications 

– from quasi-market to hierarchical and hybrid – will vary from 1 to 2 and 3 depending on transaction costs – in 

lines and based on property rights delegation – in columns. Lines are marked as аi1, ... аi2, ... аi3, where i is a line 

number (i = 1, 2, 3), and columns – а1j, ... а2j, ... а3j, where j is a column number (j = 1, 2, 3).   

Ultimately, we have derived a matrix of private partner’s PPP forms preferences (1) in public goods transaction  

 

= 𝑎2131 𝑎2232 𝑎2333                                 (1)  

                                                           
2 In 2019, a government-initiated law was passed aimed at the liquidation of state and municipal unitary enterprises 

in Russia, with existing state and municipal unitary enterprises to be liquidated or reformed in a specified period 
of time. However, this law will not be implemented towards enterprises established in accordance with a special 

law, act or decree of the President or the Government. Also excluded from this law are enterprises working in the 

spheres of national security and defense. Law text can be accessed by following this link:  
https://sozd.duma.gov.ru/bill/554026-7.  
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When using a square matrix, where the choice is made only from three classic PPP forms (quasi-market, hierarchical 

and hybrid), the result is nine different combinations, or possible PPP options. They are preferable from the 

perspective of private investor as the state’s partner in public goods transactions.  

With the same logic we have elaborated Matrix B (2) with consideration to the state interests regarding PPP 

organization. The state’s preferred forms of business organization in this case are marked with b, and their 

modifications – from quasi-market to hierarchical and hybrid – will vary from 1 to 2 and 3 depending on transaction 

costs – in lines and based on property rights delegation – in columns. Lines are marked as bi1, ... bi2, ... bi3, where i 

is a line number (i = 1, 2, 3), and columns – b1j, ... b2j, ... b3j, where j is a column number (j = 1, 2, 3).  

  

                                                            (2)  

  

The matrices A and B indicate only all possible options of preferences of the private business and the state as 

potential PPP partners regarding the choice of its form (‘institutional matrix’). Resultant ‘institutional matrix’ C 

represents a PPP form which combines the interests of both the state and its private partner. Consequently, it is 

satisfying in terms of bringing down transaction costs as well as regarding delegating property rights in a concrete 

transaction with public goods.  

In order to come to the situation described above, it necessary to multiply together matrices A and B, thereby 

getting lines and columns of the resultant ‘institutional matrix’ C (7):  

  

 

𝑎31 𝑎32 𝑎33 𝑏31 𝑏32 𝑏33   (3)  

  

Let us perform the necessary mathematical operations to get elements of the first line c1j of Matrix C (4):  

  

  (4)  

 to get elements of the second line c

of Matrix C (5):  

  (5)  

  

and to get elements of the third line c3j of Matrix C (6):  

  

  (6)  

  

As a result of the mathematical operations performed above, we have come to the structure of elements cij  

of the ‘institutional matrix’ C (7):  

  

 

𝑐31 𝑐32 𝑐33                                                                   (7)  

The latter is a set of alternative PPP forms (‘institutional matrices’) comprising its three basic options (quasimarket, 

hierarchical and hybrid) with respect to which the interests of both public and private PPP partners coincide.   

The above-mentioned logic is aimed at building a simple matrix model that can be applied to any institutional matrix 

describing PPP provided that its cells are filled in some way.  

In other words, modern PPP forms presuppose complex interactions and ‘alliances’ between the state and private 

investors. They are predetermined by partners’ relations regarding joining their forces to minimize transaction costs 

and raise the efficiency of transactions with public goods. Basic PPP forms allow the state and private business to 

optimize sharing risks and costs as the public segment grows, as well as in forming optimal ‘rules of the game’, 

conditions and effective incentives for the maximum realization of the national economy potential.  
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Results and Discussion  

In Russia three basic PPP forms are represented by organizational structures (‘infrastructural matrices’) which have 

their own specifics. The quasi-market works through the contract system of government procurement. According 

to the World Bank (2008), the PPP hierarchy, which emerges as a result of assets transition, is represented by 

Russian vertically-integrated structures and companies with state participation (from 20 to 100 percent of share 

capital), state corporations, development institutions (Radygin et al. 2015, 45), and abovementioned state and 

municipal unitary enterprises. As for hybrid agreements realized through PPP, as a rule, they are linked with the 

cooperation of the state and private business in the realization of capital-intensive long-term social projects, most 

often in public infrastructure. Concessions are the most wide-spread form of hybrid agreements in Russia and 

abroad.  

The perspective of solving the state’s financial problems and stabilization of the national economic growth is related 

to the accelerated development of PPP hybrid forms. We have made a hypothetical assessment of macroeconomic 

gain which Russia could achieve if it manages to expand the implementation of hybrid agreements in the sphere of 

public infrastructure. According to Illustration 1, approximately 12 trillion rubles are required for the full 

development of the national infrastructure till 2020, which the state only possesses 2 trillion (1/6). Private investors 

are ready to invest in infrastructural projects on PPP conditions almost twice as much (around 4 trillion rubles) in 

2019-2020. But even this will be insufficient to ensure national economic growth in 2020, as 6 more trillion rubles 

are needed.  

Therefore, the potential of infrastructural PPP projects is practically unlimited taking into account full amortization of 

the infrastructural facilities built as long ago as in the USSR period.  

Figure 1. Perspectives of infrastructure development in Russia in 2019-2020 and the state financial capacities in 

2019-2024 

 
  

Consequently, strangely enough, the main problem is the lack of professionally prepared investment PPP projects 

offered by the state, as well as of their institutional support which could ensure low transaction costs and exclude 

the risks of financial losses for private investors in the future. In other words, it is the state which treats factors 

ensuring rapid development of hybrid PPP forms in inadequate way. This situation could be radically changed if 

the state refocuses its efforts in the national infrastructural development from increasing budget spending on hybrid 

PPP projects to the development of financial tools for the attraction of private investment. Today the goal of 

attracting 1 ruble of private investment against 1 budget ruble in PPP infrastructural projects is considered as 

ambitious. At the same time, changing this proportion for 2 (or more) extrabudgetary rubles against 1 budget ruble 

could allow the state to ensure accelerated development by 2021 without increasing the budget deficit.  

According to InfraONE experts (2018), the use of alternative forms of state support for PPP infrastructural projects 

will attract additional investment at the level of 0.34-1 percent of GDP over the next three years.  

Conclusion and Implications  

There have been assessed three scenarios on the basis of PPP hybrid form institutional matrix agreed by the state 

and private business. They differ by the economic return which a hybrid PPP agreement could ensure in case of 

using the 1:1, 1:2 and 1:3 ratios between budget and extra-budgetary (private) investments (Table 1).  

This data reveals a considerable financial leverage which the state could use to attract to extra budgetary 

investments in PPP infrastructural projects. With the 1:1 ratio, the state capital infrastructural capacities only 

through federal funds will double; with 1:2 ratio, capital expenditures of the state will triple; with 1:3 ratio, it will 

quadruple. When considering the change of the state’s financial capacities, based on capital expenditures in the 

federal budget, and comparing them against the return in GDP growth, this return could be even bigger taking into 

account the GDP coefficient of elasticity based on federal budget expenditures which will be more than 1 over the 

whole period analyzed.  
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Table 1. Estimation of economic effect obtained from attracting private investments to 1 budget US dollar in the 

infrastructure projects in current prices (bn US dollars) in 2009-2023* in Russia  

Year  

Federal 
budget 

expenditures, 
bn US 
dollars  

  

Federal 
budget capital 

expenditures 
for  

infrastructure, 

bn US dollars  

Scale effect  of 
federal budget   

capital 

infrastructure 

expenditures in 

the ratio:  1 

budgetary US 

dollar and 1 

private US 

dollar (bn US 

dollars)  

Scale effect  of 
federal budget   

capital 

infrastructure 

expenditures in 

the ratio:  1 

budgetary US 

dollar and 2 

private US 

dollars (bn US 

dollars  

Scale effect  of 
federal budget   

capital 

infrastructure 

expenditures in 

the ratio:  1 

budgetary US 

dollar and 3 

private US 

dollars (bn US 

dollars)  

2009  505.6130  87.1340  174.2680  261.4019  348.5359  

2010  580.1076  99.9719  199.9437  299.9156  399.8875  

2011  680.4985  117.2726  234.5452  351.8177  469.0903  

2012  751.4540  129.5006  259.0011  388.5017  518.0023  

2013  794.3837  136.8988  273.7976  410.6964  547.5952  

2014  719.4620  123.9873  247.9746  371.9619  495.9491  

2015  480.9470  82.8832  165.7664  248.6496  331.5328  

2016  467.1275  80.5016  161.0033  241.5049  322.0065  

2017  548.2962  94.4897  188.9794  283.4691  377.9589  

2018  533.6368  91.9634  183.9268  275.8902  367.8536  

2019*  555.2389  95.6862  191.3724  287.0585  382.7447  

2020*  564.4192  97.2682  194.5365  291.8047  389.0729  

2021*  576.6216  99.3711  198.7422  298.1134  397.4845  

2022*  592.0645  102.0324  204.0649  306.0973  408.1298  

2023*  613.9864  105.8103  211.6206  317.4310  423.2413  

Source: calculated by the authors on the basis of Rosstat data for respective years Note: 

* means projections  

  

Figure 2 clearly demonstrates all these proportions in dynamics.  

Figure 2. Russia: Dynamics of the effect of scale obtained from attracting private investments to 1 budget US 

dollar in the infrastructure projects in current prices (bn US dollars) in 2009-2023*   

 

Sources: the authors’ estimations on the base of Table 1  
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All these calculations prove the exceptional efficiency of PPP hybrid forms in the realization of capital-intensive 

long-term social PPP infrastructural projects. With the government’s orientation towards budget consolidation, the 

development of basic PPP forms as well as their different potentially perspective variations could stabilize the 

growth of the Russian economy.  
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